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1. Introduction and summary

In 1959 Chernoff [7] initiated the study of the asymptotic theory of sequential
Bayes tests as the cost of observation tends to zero. He dealt with the case of a
finite parameter space. The definitive generalization of the line of attack initiated
in that paper was given by Kiefer and Sacks in [13]. Their work as well as that
of Chernoff, the intervening papers of Albert [1], Bessler [3], and Schwarz [19],
and the subsequent work of the authors [4] used implicitly or expli'-itly the
theory of large deviations and applied only to situations where hypothesis and
alternative were separated or at least an indifference region was present.

In the meantime in 1961 Chernoff [8] began to study the problem of testing
H: 0 . 0 versus K: 0 > 0 on the basis of observation of a Wiener process with
drift 0 per unit time as an approximation to the discrete time normal observations
problem. Having made the striking observation that study of the asymptotic
behavior of the Bayes procedures for any normal prior was in this case equivalent
to the study of the Bayes procedure with Lebesgue measure as prior and unit
cost of observation, he reduced this problem for suitable loss functions to the
solution of a free boundary problem for the heat equation. In subsequent work
([2], [9J, [10] and [16]) the nature of this solution was investigated by Chernoff
and others.

In this paper we are concerned with the problem of testing H: 0 . 0 versus
K: 0 > 0 by sampling sequentially from a member of one parameter exponential
(Koopman-Darmois) family of distributions (see equation (3.1)) at cost c per
observation. We will assume the simple zero-one loss structure in which an error
in decision costs one unit while being right costs nothing.
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N00014-69-A-0200-1038.
2Prepared with the partial support of U.S. Public Health Grant GM-10525(07).
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Our main result. Theorem 4.2. states that if we assume a bounded continuous
prior density f on the parameter space and that an observation has mean zero
and variance one if 0 = 0, then our problem is asymptotically equivalent to the
analogous Wiener process problem with drift 0 per unit time. the same loss and
cost structure and prior "density" -,(0). Chernoffs observation applies here
also and this asymptotic problem is equivalent to the problem for fixed cost. A
formal result in this direction was obtained for the special case of Bernoulli
trials by Moriguti and Robbins [18]. Our technique may be viewed as an ex-
tension to the sequential case of an approach of Wald [21] and LeCam [14].
It is clearly applicable to other testing. estimation. and general decision problems.
We begin by examining the Wiener process problem and the embedded discrete

time normal observation problem for a general continuous and bounded prior
density Q. Our first two results. Lemmas 1.1 and 2.2. establish the asymptotic
relation between the Wiener process pioblem with prior density e and the same
p)roblem with prior density =_r(0). Our basic tool is the similarity transform
used by Chernoff in [8] and a weak compactness theorem which is a special case
of' an unpublished result of LeCam. A statement and proof of the latter for our
special case is given in the Appendix (Theorem A.1 ). The validity of this iresult
requires the use of' randomized procedures. These are employed thiroughout the
papel. desl)ite the fact that the Bayes procedures for all our problems are non-

randomizedl. Ranldomization also plays an important role in conlsidering the
relation betweeni the discrete and continuous time problems where we make
heavy use of' sufficiencv. Reference to Chapter 7 of Ferguson [12] may prove
helpful.

In Section 3 we show essentially that the exponential family problem is
asymptotically at least as hard as the WA'iener process problem. To (lo this we
successively. without substantial loss. r'educe the problem to one in which obser-
vation is carried out in blocks, the parameter space is shrunk to a neighborhood
of zero. and the time of' observation is trun(cated. At this stage we use a Berry-
Esseen type bound essentially (lue to Petr'ov [19] to show that the normal
approximation is valid ancl then apply the results of' Section 2. This approxi-
mation theorem is given as Lemmna 3.3 adl( its proof is given in the Appendix.

Finally. in the fourth section we show that the WN'iener process problem is at
least as difficult asymptotically as the exponeltial family problem. In doing so.
we exhibit implicitly a sequence of' proce(lures. in(lepen(lenit of' Q. for which the
bound of Section 3 is achieved.
Some concluding remarks and statemenits of' open)problems ai'e given in the

last section.

2. The normal theory problem

In this section we shall describe randomized sequential procedures in con-
tinuous and discrete time and derive asymptotic results for the Wiener process
problem and its discrete time approximations.
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Let C[O, xc) be the set of all continuous functions defined on [0, xc) such
that lim o x(t)/t2 = 0 endowed with the norm |lx|| = sup'Jx(t)|/(1 + t2). The
space C is complete separable and metric. Let X denote the class of Borel sets
on C[O. cx) (the product sigma field) and let X, denote the Borel field generated
by the maps x -+ x(s) for 0 . s . t.

Let Q = C[O,cx) x [0, 1], a be the product Borel field and Q, -oo < 0 < x!
be the probability measure on (Q, a?) such that the stochastic process W and
random variable U given by W(x, z) = x, U(x, z) = z are independent and
respectively a Wiener process with drift 0 per unit time and a uniformly dis-
tributed variable on [0, 1]. The subscript 0 will be used in this section when
calculating expectations with respect to those measures or related measures of
the discrete time problem. We are interested in testing H: 0 . 0 versus
K: 0 > 0 with zero-one loss and cost c per unit time. A sequential procedure
7t = (6. T) for this problem consists of a randomized stopping time T and a
randomized rule 6. Rigorously T is a measurable map from Q to [0. cc) such that
for every z E [0. 1] and t . oc the event [T(-. Z) < t] E M,. To describe 6 we
begin by defining the pre T field 4. This is simply the class of all events A E d
such that for every z E [0. 1] and every t . o the z section of A r- [T < t].
that is. {x: (x. z) E A r) [T < t]}. is .t measurable. Given T. 6 is any map from
Q to [0. 1] which is Tnmeasurable. The use of these procedures should be clear.
Having observed U' = z. we employ T(-. z) and on stopping reject with prob-
ability 6( . z) anid accept otherwise.

If/' (d. 0) is our zero-one loss function we write the contitional risk of ir given
0 for observation cost c as.

(2.1) R,(7r. c) = E,[/(b. 0)] + cEO(r)
= c(0) E0(b) + [1 - e(0)]E0(1 - 6) + cE0().

where 8(0) = I if 0 < 0 and 0 otherwise.

Let MC be the bimeasurable transformation of Q onto itself given by.

(2.2) M[(X. z)](t) L X(ct). z

This is the similarity transformation suitable for this problem. Then.

(2.3) POM7 =PO',
MC induces a mapping of the space of decision procedures onto itself as

follows:

(2.4) M.: 7r -c = (Tc 6c)
where

(2.5) Tc(x, z) = cT[Mc(x. Z)].
(2.6) 6C(x. z) = 6[MAX(x Z)].
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Then,

(2.7) EO(6C) = Ej1 (6), E0(Tr) = cEeo,Q(T),
so that

(2.8) R0(7r., 1) = Rovc(Tr, c).

Let f be any nonnegative measurable function on R. Define

(2.9) R( c) = inf R0(7r,0 (6) dO.

LEMMA 2.1.

(2.10) R(0, c) = R(0(-. c), 1).

PROOF. By (2.8),

(2.11) r R0(ir, c)*(0) dO = 1c f Rve, (7t, c)/(0i(O c) dO

= c f R0(n, 1)0(0/;) dO.

Since the correspondence between 7t and 7r, is one to one onto, the result follows
by taking the infima over 7t on both sides.

All limits in the sequel are taken as c -. 0.

LEMMA 2:2. Let fr be as above, bounded and continuous at zero. Then,

(2.12) lim 1 R(/, c) = 0(0)R*(1),C-

where R*(1) = R(1, 1) = inf f,'- R (7r, 1) dO.
PROOF. Note that R*(1) is finite (see, for example, the procedure of [5]).

By Lemma 1.1, our hypothesis, and the dominated convergence theorem, we
must have,

(2.13) lim R(f, c) = lim R[f(.*1c), 1]
/C-

_< tJ(O)R* (1)
On the other hand by Theorem A.1 there exists a procedure 7r(c) such that
R(t(-. c;), 1) = 1%, R0(n, 1)q1(06/c) dO. Further given any sequence c" I 0
there exists a procedure X and a subsequence {nk} such that,
(2.14) R0(7t, 1) < lim RO(7t(Cnk), 1).
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Then by Fatou's lemma, and the continuity of i,

(2.15) lim infR[t/(, cnk), 1] >- (0) R0(it, 1) dOk f-_OD
> (o)R*(1)

The lemma follows.
Consider our problem with the modification that if you sample beyond time

T then there is no terminal loss and no cost for additional sampling. Let
R&(n, c, T) denote the conditional risk given 0 for the modified problem.
Formally,

(2.16) R0(ir, c, T) = Ee(bI[T < T])s(O) + [1 -E(0)]
E6[(1 - 6)I[T _ T]] + cEO[min (T, T)],

where I[A] is the indicator of A.
Given any procedure xt, let XrT = (OT, TT) and a truncation of it be defined

by TT = min (T, T), AT = 5 if T < T and 3T minimizes the posterior Bayes risk
given RT.

Let

(2.17) R*(1, T) = infj' Ro(irT, 1) dO,

(2.18) R*(1, T) = inf XfJ?(7t, 1, T)dO.

LEMMA 2.3. Let K -+ oo as c - 0, and let q (O) be as in Lemma 2.2. Then

(2.19) lim infU fKcCRI(it c,-)T (O) dO = qr(0)R*(1, T),

(2.20) lim inf |> RO(7rT,C, c)I/,(0) dO = lfr(0)R*(1, T).

PROOF. By arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 we have

(2.21) inf I; R;; R, c
T

O(O) dO = inf j R(ir, 1, T)ql(O..) dO.

By arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2.2, we get that the right side of (2.21) con-
verges as c -+ 0 to the right side of (2.19) which proves (2.19). Exactly the same
type of arguments prove (2.20) which completes the proof.
LEMMA 2.4.

(2.22) lim R*(1, T) = R*(1),
T( 00

(2.23) lim R* ( 1, T ) = R* ( 1) .
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PROOF. Clearly we have

(2.24) R?*(1, T) _ R*(1) _ R*(1, T).

By a weak compactness argument there exists for fixed T a z(T) such that
R*(1, T) = R(t, 1, T). Hence
(2.25) R*(1, T) -R*(1, T) = R?*(1, T) -R(f, 1, T)

-_R(ftT, 1) - f(f, 1, T)

_ f PJ{W(T) > O}dO +- P6{W(T) < O} dO.

The right side of (2.25) converges to zero as T - oo which completes the proof
of the lemma.

Before giving our final lemma we review two ways of defining sequential
procedures for discrete time problems. Let ( = R0 x [0, 1] be the product of
a countable number of copies ofR and [0, 1], and let 9 be the Borel field on this
space. A randomized stopping time T is now a measurable map from X to the
natural numbers {0, 1, 2, *, Xe} such that the event [T(-, z) _ n] is, for every
z and n, measurable with respect to the a-field In* generated by the map
(x1, x2, ' ) -)(x1, x2, * xn) on R'. We shall always suppose that the prob-
ability measure on 9 is such that the random sequence (X1, X2, -**) and the
random variable U given by (X1 . X2, * )(x1, x2, *, z) = (x1, x2, -**) and
U(X1, X2, .. Z) = z are independent and U is uniform on [0, 1]. Similarly a
decision rule 6 is any measurable map from . to [0, 1] which is measurable with
respect to -r the #-field of all events A E 9 such that the z section ofA nr [T . n]
is in Mn* for every n and z.

In this formulation (which we refer to as I) a procedure ir = (6, T) has the
same interpretation as in the continuous time problem. On the other hand, fol-
lowing Ferguson [12] we can define a stopping rule T by a sequence of functions
('0, '1,' 2, *' ) where 'j is a -4j* measurable function from RR to [0, 1] and

_o i.j < 1. If T is a stopping time in the sense of (I), then the 'j are given by

(2.26) 0j(X l,X2, ) = A[Z: T(X1, X2, ,Z) j],

where A is Lebesgue measure. Conversely, it is a well-known result of Wald and
Wolfowitz [23] that given a stopping time in this second mode as ('0, i1, * )
there is a stopping time in the sense of I satisfying (2.26) (see the proof of
Theorem A. 1). Similarly, a terminal decision rule is specified in the second mode
as a sequence (6o, 6, * * ) of functions from RR to [0, 1] such that 6j is measur-
able -j*. Again given 6 of type I,

(2.27) bj(x1, X2, * ) = f 6(X1, X2, , Z) dz

and by [23] to any policy ((o . 6 , * ), (40, ,V, )) there corresponds a policy
7t = (6, T) satisfying (2.26) and (2.27). Now suppose that Qo (abusing notation)
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makes the Xi in (X1, X2. ) independent normal random variables with mean
0 and variance one. If i is a policy as above we write the conditional risk given 0
for the usual sequential testing problem as

(2.28) Ro(ir, c) = e(O)E0(b) + [1 - e(0)]Eo(l - 6) + cEo(z)

= E(0) E Eo(qjj) + [1 - e(O)] E E0[ij(l - bj)]
j=O j=O

00

+ c E jEo(fj),
j=O

if 11=_ 0 /j = 1 a.s. Q0, and = X otherwise. We shall refer to this as the dis-
crete time normal problem. Evidently any policy iz as above for the given Qn
may be considered as a policy in Wiener process problem with the same risk.
We shall want to consider the normal block problem in which we are permitted
to sample in blocks of size N only and are told only the block sums SN = E'i=1 Xi,
S2N = X,2 Xi, and so forth. Of course statistically, because of sufficiency, this
last restriction has no effect on the difficulty of the problem. Let Pi4(SN, S2N,

,SjN) be the a-field induced on Rx by the maps (x1, x2, ) V 1 xi,
Ei=N+ 1i, * * =N (j- )N+I xi). Formally a block procedure X is any procedure
in the discrete time problem such that T only takes on the values 0, N, 2N, *.*
jN, with probability one, for every z, j.

(2.29) [T(' z) = jN] E -4(SN, S2N, SjN)e
and for every c, z, j,

(2.30) [6(-, z) . c] rn [T(-, z) = jN] EC 4(SN * SjN).
We can now state:
LEMMA 2.5. For every procedure 7i in the Wiener process problem there exists

a normal block procedure ir(N) such that,

(2.31) R0 (i,. c) - Ro(ir(N), C)| . Nc.

PROOF. In view of our remarks we can give ir(N) in the second formulation.
Define

(2.32) OjN) = 0 for j * iN,

(2.33) OiN) = Q6[(i - 1)N < T . iN/W(N), W(2N), W(iN)].
(The / indicates a suitable version of the conditional probability.) Note that
since W(iN) is sufficient for AiN, the O!N) may be chosen independent of 0. Strictly
speaking OiN) is a function on (0[, x ] not RR. However by the usual arguments
we may in fact take /iN) to be a function of the variables W(N), W(2N), -,.
W(iN) only. It is clear that if the definition (2.33) defines a stopping time at all,
it will be a block time. To check that it is a stopping time we need only to show
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that,

(2.34) ,(N) < 1.
J=o

It is enough to show that i o=AN) 1 for every i. We have (for a suitable choice
of the conditional probability)

(2.35) 1 > QO[T . iN/W(N), W(2N), , W(iN)]
iN

= ( + Y Q0[(j - 1)N < T < jN/W(N), W(2N), , W(iN)]
j=1

= (o4) + QO[O < T . N/W(N), W(2N) - W(N),
W(3N) - W(N), , W(iN) - W(N)]

+ Q0[N < T . 2N/W(N), W(2N), W(3N) - W(2N), ..,
W(iN) - W(2N)]

+ + Q0[(i - 1)N < T _ iN/W(N), W(2N), W(3N), , W(iN)]

= i/4!V + QO[O < T < N/W(N)] + QO[N < T . 2N/W(N), W(2N)]

+ + Qo[(i - 1)N < T _ iN/W(N). W(2N),-, W(iN)]
iN

- Z *(N)
j=O

Now define the 6(N) by,

(2.36) OiN) 6(N) = E{6I[(i - 1)N < T . iN]/W(N), , W(iN)}
for i =O, 1,

and 6(N) = 0 otherwise.

It is clear that 7T(N) = ((*ON), (6(N), 6(N), )) is a block procedure and,
0

(2.37) Z Eo (irNl 6(N)) E6(6)
j=O

while

(2.38) Z jEo(Ij )) = Z iN E6(Oi4N))
j=O i=O

= ZiN Q[(i - 1)N < T _ iN]
i=O

. E,(T) + N.

The lemma follows.
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3. The exponential family problem: lower bound

In this section we introduce the exponential family model and derive a lower
bound to the Bayes risk of the testing problem in terms of the Wiener process
problem of the previous section. Without loss of generality we shall throughout
this section suppose that X1, X2, * * are the coordinate projections of R' and
are thus defined on the space of the previous section. We let Po be a probability
measure on X which makes the Xi independent and identically distributed with
densityfo, with respect to some nondegenerate a-finite measure /I on R. We take
fo to be the function

(3.1) f0(x) = eO' - °

where 0 ranges over a set E such that zero is an interior point of E. (As in the
previous section whatever be 0, U is independent of the Xi and uniformly distri-
buted on [0, 1].) Let f be as in Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 a bounded probability
density (with respect to Lebesgue measure) on O and continuous at zero. As
before we wish to test H: 0 . 0 versus K: 0 > 0 with zero-one loss, and at cost
c per observation. Evidently the definitions of sequential procedure introduced
in connection with the normal discrete time problem are appropriate for this ex-
ponential family problem also, the only difference being that risks must be cal-
culated under P0 rather than Q0. Since we shall occasionally have to talk about
both problems we shall use the superscripts P, Q on expectations where this is
necessary to avoid ambiguity.
Note that

(3.2) E(p)(Xl) = b'(0), Var(P)(X,) = b"(0).

We shall suppose that b(O) = b'(0) = 0 and b"(0) = 1. The general case reduces
to this special one. To see this consider Yi = [Xi -b'(0)]/[b"(0)] 2. The Yi are
a sequence of observations distributed according to an exponential family with
density

(3.3) go(y) = exp {0[b"(0)] 1/2y _ C(0)}.
with respect to a suitable underlying measure.

If we change parameters to q = 0[b"(0)] 1/2 we are back in the previous case
although this does, of course. give the prior density [b"(0)] 1/2 V'{- [b"(0)] - 1/2} for
q. Also note that there is no loss of generality in assuming that the Xi are real
valued. If X takes vector values (or even abstract values) and follows a one para-
meter exponential family with density of the form,

(3.4) J (x) = eOt(x) -b(0)

then t(X1 ), t(X1) + t(X2), is a sequence of transitive sufficient statistics (see
[12], Chapter 7) for the problem and of course t (Xi) is a random variable follow-
ing an exponential family probability law of the original form.

For any procedure n (in form I and II) define BO(7t. c) to be the conditional
risk of 7r given 0. Define the average risk of n, as usual, by
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(3.5) B(7r, c, Bf7)= f B0(t, c) (0) dO,

and let 7r* (c. i) denote the Bayes procedure for this problem which minimizes
B(7t, c, i) over all 7t. For convenience we refer to these procedures as 7t* in the
sequel.
We shall prove
THEOREM 3.1. Under the conditions of this section,

(3.6) lim inf B(7t*. c. i) _ f(0)R*(1).
c-O Ac

The proof proceeds by a series of lemmas. Let block procedures be defined as
in the previous section.
LEMMA 3.1. For every Xt, there exists a block procedure 7r(N) such that,

(3.7) IBO(C(N).C) - B0(7. c)|I Nc
for every 0.

PROOF. The method of proof is the same as that of Lemma 2.5. Define
7 =((30. q1,(N (0. u1,* * E()

iN

(3 8Q5= o + N, iN E E( )(0j|SN, SiN).
j=(i- 1)N+ 1

and
iN

(3.9) iN = E E( )[6j0jjSN, ,SiN.
j=(i- 1)N+ 1

Crucial use is made as before of the sufficiency of SiN for Po on 9I*N and the
independence of the increments of the S,, process.
For any it let B9(it, T) denote the conditional risk of it given 0 for a modified

version of the exponential family problem in which there is neither terminal loss
nor additional cost of observation incurred after time T. Thus,

(3.10) B0(it. c. T) = E(O)E(p)(HI[T . T]) + cE(p)[min (T. T)]
+ [I - e(0)]E(P)[(1 -)I[T _ T]].

Let R. (i, c, T) denote the same conditional expectation when the observations
come from the normal distribution with mean 0 and variance one, that is, when
the expectation is taken with respect to Q0 rather than PO. We shall also consider
truncated procedures XT defined in the natural way.
LEMMA 3.2. For every it, there exists a block procedure ir(N) such that.

(3.11) IBo(i7(N), c, T) - Bo(7r, c, T)|I Nc.

PROOF. As in Lemma 3.1.
Note that both lemmas apply to R0, R09 as a special case.
Let Po,n be the measure corresponding to the distribution of S = i 1 Xi

where the Xi are independent and identically distributed according to f0. Let
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Qu( 'a2) be the measure corresponding to the normal distribution with mean
and variance a 2. Given a signed measure R defined on a a-field a let |R =
supAEd IR(A)I. Recall that if P. Q are probability measures dominated by a
a-finite measure ,i then

(3.12) Q- dy.2Jdyu dyu
We need the following lemma which may be derived in the same fashion as a
known result of Petrov [19].

LEMMA 3.3. Let E be a famtily of densities (with respect to Lebesgue measure)
on R. Suppose that Z,. * * , Zn are independent and identically distributed accord-
ing to fE E. Let Uf, be the probability induced by n- 112 1%1 Xi and let 'D be the
standard normal measure on R. Suppose that Y satisfies the following conditions:

(i) E isprecompact when considered as a subset of L1 with the usual topology;

(ii)c1( )=sup{f(x):xeR,fe} < o;

(iii) f xf(x) dx = 0. x2f0(x) dx = 1 for everyf E E:

(iV) C2() = SUP {f xI3f(x) dx: f E F} < cx.

Then.

(3.13) sup I -Ufn II: fG:f (-
I/n

PROOF. See Appendix.
LEMMA 3.4. There exist K1, K2 (M) such that

(3.14) IIQ(,c2)- Q(O, )_1 K1 II + K2 a2-2 I

for all C and a2 such that a2 - 1iI M.
PROOF.

(3.15) IIQ(4,62) - Q(o 1)11 _ IIQ(4,a2) Q(4 1)11 + IIQ(. 1) Q(o 1)11
= || Q(O, a2) Q(- 1) + Q(4 1) Q(0 1)

By (2.12) for 4 > 0.

(3.16) IIQ(4, 1) - Q(0.1)1

= 2 {f [4O(t) - 0(t - 4)] dt + f [O(t - P)- ((t)] dt}

= D(4/2) - (-(/2).
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So, in general we get

(3.17) llQ(4,l) - Q(o 1)i . K114
Similarly for IU2 _ 11 _ M2,

(3.18) IIQ(O,u2) - Q(o 1)1 _ K2Ia2 - iQ.
From Lemmas 3.3, 3.4 we obtain
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose that {Z1} are independent and identically distributed

with density ge (with respect to Lebesgue measure) where, the set {g0: 61 < E}
satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and (iv) of Lemma 3.3 for some E > 0, and further

e(0) = E6(Z1) = 6 + 0(62)
(3.19) v(0) = V6(Z1) = 1 + 0(101).
Let U6. denote the distribution of (1/,/ )V=,1 Zi.

Then there exists a 6 > 0 and constants dl, d2, d3 such that

(3.20) sup {IIUn - Q0nI:0l .6-} . - + d2l01 + d302 ,/n./n
PROOF.

(3.21) UO_ - QO. || - || U0O Q(ne(-), nv())
+ | Q(ne(o), nv(o)) Q(noe n)

By Lemma 3.3 and our assumptions on {go: 61 6},

(3.22) sup {IIUe| - Q(ne(0),nv(0))II: 101 - 6} - c(6)

for 6 _ e.
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.4,

(3.23) IlQ(ne(6),nv(o)) - Q(no,n)Il = IIQ(V1n(e(6)-o),v(o)) - Q(o,1)
< K(6)[j|e(6) - 01 + Iv(6) - 1']

for 6 sufficiently small. The result follows by (3.19).
REMARK. If y is dominated by Lebesgue measure and

(3.24) sup {eox du: 101 <M, x E R} < oo

for some M > 0, then we may apply Lemma 3.5 to the exponential family and
deduce that

(3.25) ||B0 n - Qo II < -+ d2101 + d362 /n

if IO _ M for suitable d1, d2, d3.
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The following result is well known and is stated without proof.
LEMMA 3.6. Let P1,P2, . **,Pn; Q1, Q2v ,* Qnbe probability measures de-

fined on the real line and let p(n), Q(n) be the corresponding n dimensional product
measures. Then,

(3.26) p(n) - Q(n) .IIY p - Qi ||
z=1

LEMMA 3.7. Suppose that It is dominated by Lebesgue measure and
sup {eox du/ldx: xe R,I 01 _ M} < o. If 101 M, thenfor any N 1

(3.27) max {BO(7r C, -)Ro7, C, ; IBO(irT/C, C)- Ro(7T/C, c)I}

. 2cNC, + (2 + T) {d1 + d2101 + d3O 2VN%}

PROOF. We give the argument for Bo, that for Bo is identical.

(3.28) Bo(2tr c,C,-) - Ro(r, c, T) <B-E((NC) C, ) - BoQ( c, T

+ |0(lt(NC), C, )-Ro(7, c, + BO(lr(NC) , C,-Ro(lr(NC), C,

By Lemma 3.2 the first two terms on the right side of (3.28) are each bounded
by cN,. Now,

(3.29) Bo(. Nc) c, R)_- c,

< 2IE|P)(P(N,)I[Tr(N) < TIC]) - E(Q)(6(NC)I[z(NC) < T/C])I

+ c E(P)(min(T(Nc) E))_ E(Q)(min(r(Nc)T )

< 21P1S1 - QO~1Ij + TIIPO.' - Q0_ 1Q1S
where S maps (xl, x2, * * *, z) into

N, 2Nc Ic& \

(3.30) E xi, E Xi, E xi)
i= 1 i=N,+ 1 i=(Il- )N,+ 1

andI[c] = [TIcNJ] + 1.

Applying Lemma 3.5 (and the following remark) and Lemma 3.6 to (3.29), the
result follows.
We are now able to prove Theorem 3.1. We begin by proving the theorem in the

case i is dominated by Lebesgue measure and e"x d1/ldx is bounded in x for 0
in some neighbourhood of zero.
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Let Kc, NC be positive numbers to be determined below. We have by the
previous lemmas the following relations

(3.31) B(r*, c, B7)= B(t*., c)f(0) dO

> BKcBO(*, c)(0) do

fr Kcf, 7 T

-Kc v/F

_ 7R C, C) (°)d-

-JKcl- N {cNc+ T T 1+20> R,CV7Ro*, C. T (0) do

ncc { NC + (2 + T) ( + d2101

+ d302 c)} (O) do.

Now since O(O) . F (V(0) is assumed to be bounded),

(3.32) J-Kc/ {2cNc + (2 T) d +d2IaI+d302 NC)}INI(O)dO
/C- K_1Vc cNc 'k.I

< 2FK {2cN + d,T(2 + T) + T(2 + T)d2Kco/I T(2 + T)d32Kc2
- dcc + +cN cNc 4NC1/23

The right side converges to zero for KC = c-1/8-3, NC = C-7/8+4, and 0 <
176E < 1.
On the other hand considering 7t* as a procedure for the Wiener process we

have
rK_- TN f Kc/ TN

(3.33) R 7R*, c,c- J(O) dO_ in f RI 7,tc, - j)(0)dO

and the result follows by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4.
To prove the general case, that is. where p is not dominated by Lebesgue

measure consider the following problem.
We observe Y1, Y2, where

(3.34) Yi = (Xi, Qi)
with Xi as before and {Qi} a sequence of independent identically distributed
normal random variables independent of the {Xi} with mean EO and variance E.
Let Wi = Xi + Qi. The sequence {n= 1 WiJ is sufficient and transitive for this new
problem. The Wi are independent identically distributed according to a one
parameter exponential family of the form (3.1) with b'(0) = 0, b"(0) = 1 + E.
Furthermore the underlying measure i of this new family satisfies the condition
of the remark following Lemma 3.5.
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If we let B'(c, 4) be the Bayes risk of the best procedure for the new problem
when the cost of observation (per vector) is c and 4 is the prior density on 0, then
our initial discussion leads to

(3.35) lim iOnf
B ;Q)c _> (0 ) R*(1)c-0 c (±8

Of course, B(7r*. c. 4) > BE(c. 4) for every e > 0. The theorem follows.

4. The exponential family problem: upper bound

The basic result of this section is:
THEOREM 4.1. Under the conditions of Section 2

(4.1) l~~im sup-B r ,c.) _ 0(O)R*(l).

In fact. there exists a sequence of procedures {r**} which is independent of 4
such that

(4.2) lim B(7t** .c4') = 4'(0)R*(l).

(Dependence on c in 7* is suppressed for bretity.)
From Theorems 4.1 aiid 3.1. we derive immediately our main result:
THEOREM 4.2. Under the conditions of Section 2.

(4.3) lim B(7t*, c. 4) = '(0)R*(1).

We shall give the proof of (4.1) in detail for the case where It satisfies the
conditions of the remark following Lemma 3.5 and sketch the additional remarks
needed for the general case and the construction of 7r** at the end.

PROOF. Let 7r be any procedure for the Wiener process problem and 7tT/c be
its truncation at T/c as in Section 2. By Lemma 2.5 there exists a block procedure
7IT/c) which by construction is truncated at [T/c] + Nc such that

(4.4) TIRe(ir(iC, C) - R9(l T,c, C)|I < CN.

Consider the following discrete time rule which we shall denote by 7r(e). Take
n(') observations. Stop and reject H if Yi{Xi; 1 < i _ n(1i} > A"). stop and
accept H if -i{Xi; 1 _ i < n(')} < -A(1). If Lil{Xi[ 1 < i < n('l}l _ A"). take
n(2) further observations and stop and reject H if

(4.5) E {Xi; njl + 1 _ i _ nl) + n(2)} > AC2)

stop and reject H if

(4.6) IY {XJ; n"1) + 1 < i < n"1) + n 2)}I < -AC2)
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if

(4.7) l| {X;1 n7) + 1 _ i _ n(l) + n 2)}I <A. 2)

then disregard the first n(l) + n(l) observations and follow the procedure 7(Cc).
L C1) = c .12 AC") = C1/4. n72) = C-3/4+3E, A(2) = C-3/8+ and N c

c 7/8+3E,where 176£ < 1. In that case for absolutely continuous pu as above, we
shall show that

(4.8) lim sup [[B(,z(e), c, ) -R(7T/C C,C)] . 0.

Given (4.8) it follows that

(4.9) lim sup XB(l*, c.) limsup inf RO(7CT/C,C)4'(O) dO

= /,(O)R*(1, T)

by Lemma 2.3. An application of Lemma 2.4 will then complete the proof of
Theorem 4.1. To begin the proof of (4.8) note that, for arbitrary Kc.

(4.10) B(7r(e), c, 4l)

= J ~Bo((e) c)4'(0) dO

. cn(l) + f PO[S(I) > AC )]4'(O) dO

+ fo Po[S"(1) < -AC1)]4'(0) dO

+ cn 2)fJ' Po [|Sf, I .A)] (0) dO

+ fP0Sn2 > A(2)]4(0)dO +± PI[Sn(2) < A(2) (0)dO

+ fB ~B(7t(T/ c)4'(0) dO

+ f .O[IS(A2)1-A(2)](1 + T + cNc)4'(0) dO.

Since Po[Sn > A] is increasing in 0 we may for arbitrary HC > 0 bound the
right side of (4.10) by
(4.11) cncl) ± PO[CSn(l)I >

± cn 2){P-H_s[S(l1) _ -AC')] + PHc,-[S.l) _ A(1)] + 2FHC /}
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+ Po[ISfl(2)I > A(2)] + B0KB(7r(NC), c) fr(0) dO

+ (1 + T + CNC){PK..4[S.(2) _ A2)] + P-K.,/J[Sf(2) >
-A 2)]},

where F is our bound on i. The idea now is to show that for suitable choices of
Kc, HC all of the above are negligible save J|"j', Bo(7(N/), c) lr(0) dO and that
this expression can be well approximated by S WR9(7r(N, c) tl(0) dO. We
collect the estimates we need in three propositions. All of these employ the well-
known inequality (see, for example, Chernoff [6]),

(4.12) Po[S. _ A] < minE(P)(et(sn ))
t20

>=m

PROPOSITION 4.1.

(4.13) lim I Po[jS,mlI _ A(c ] 0,
-/C-

(4.14) lim 1 PO[ISI(2)I _ A(2)] = 0.
Cc

PROOF. We prove (4.13), and (4.14) is argued similarly. By (4.12),

(4.15) log Po[S",, _ A(')] = min {n(')b(t) - tA(1)}.
t>O

Since b(O) = b'(0) = 0 and b"(0) = 1 for t sufficiently small b(t) < 3t2 Take
A(c)I/n() to get

(4.16) log PO[S,l() A('1)] < -C oc.

Applying a similar argument to log Po[S.(l) < A")], the result follows.
PROPOSITION 4.2. If Hc = c-4-2'

(4.17) lim 1 cn(2)P-H,v [S,(') > -Ac)] = 0,
C

(4.18) lim 1 c42) PH,,c [Sfl(I) _ A C ] = 0.

PROOF. By (4.12),

(4.19) log P-H_c[S,l,) - A(']
= minn4l){[b(t - H,/c) -b(-Hc>/I)] + tA(1)}.

For c sufficiently small, expanding b about -Hc /; and b' about zero, we get
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(4.20) log P-HV/ [S(l) > -A()] < -()(HC

- -1C-,(C 1)2 X.

The result follows and a similar argument establishes (4.18).
In an entirely analogous fashion, we have
PROPOSITION 4.3. If K, = C-1

(4.21) lim 1 P-K_>[Sfl(2) _ -A 2)] = 0.
/C

(4.22) lim
I

PK_cf[Sn(2) _ A 2)] = 0.
/C_

As a consequence of Propositions 4.1 through 4.3, to prove (4.8) we need
only show that

(4.23) lim sup J
__
[Bo(7T/CC, c) - RO( OT/C. c)]j ql(0) dO . 0.

Now in view of (4.4)

(4.24) J IRe(1T/C, C) -R0(ic), c)I (0) dO < 2FKc cc - 0.

Finally,

(4.25) frJ B,(71T/CC C) - R6(7r¶T/C,C) i/i(O)do

< 2FKc sup {IB,(i(TIc )XC)T-IRO((C) cT)I 101_ KO

by using Lemma 3.7 and the estimates (3.32). Combining (4.24), (4.25) and
(4.23), (4.8) follows.

In the general case proceed as follows. Let Q1, Q2,... be a sequence of random
variables (measurable functions) defined on the unit interval such that if we put
the uniform distribution on [0, 1] the Qi are independent and normally distri-
buted with mean zero and variance one. We may, of course, think of the Qi as
being defined on d, depending on (x1, x2. * , z) through z only. Define 7 e) as
follows; 7rEe) agrees with t(e) for the first two stages of 7r(e). If

l {Xi; 1 _ i _ n(4)}I _ A"),(4.26)
E {Xi; n"') + 1 < i < n"() + n2I}I _A.

then apply 7(e) to the sequence

(4.27) Xn(l)+n2)+1 + Q1, Xn,)+n(2)+2 + Q2,
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Formally,

(4.28) 7e(1,; x2, ,z)
= (x , Xfl(1)+n,(2), Xn()+ n(2)+l + Q1(z),

Arguing as before but now applying Lemma 3.7 to the variables

(4.29) Zi = (Xn(l)+n(2)+i + Qi)
which are readily seen to satisfy the condition of that lemma, we find that

(4.30) lim sup B(7r*, c, i) _ lim sup B(7r,e), C, /)

< 1 (0)J(?*(1, T).

Letting T -x o and £-+ 0 the result follows.
To construct a sequence of procedures which achieves the bound a slightly

more involved argument is needed. First of all. arguing as before in Section 2,
we show that in the Wiener process problem if cN,K, -+ 0 and T, -s o then

(4.31) lim J R6( Tl, c)0(0) dO = ()R*(1)

where ft is such that f R6(i, 1) dO = R*(1). Choose Tc T x so that TC2 C1/16 -1 le
0, and consider the procedures

(4.32) (T,c/
corresponding to ft('cc) defined in the proof of Theorem 4.1 for TC varying as
above. It is easy to check that if u satisfies the conditions of the remark following
Lemma 3.5, then

(4.33) lim sup R/ { {B [(T TCIC). c] R4tTclC. C}i/i(0) do . 0.

If, does not satisfy the conditions following Lemma 3.5 the construction is
even less explicit. We construct procedures 7Ce) corresponding to

(4.34) (N )

to be defined below with variables Qic) which are independent normal with mean
zero and variance c -O0. It is necessary to examine the proof of Lemma 3.5
carefully since now d1 will depend on c and n. It is easy to show that there exists
a constant do independent of n such that if Zi = Xi + Q(c) then

(4.35) d1(c) . do n
exp {2 cn/2},

and d1(c) will remain bounded above for n = Nc provided that Ec > 3 log Nc/y2Nc,
say. For Tc, £c as above we have for any sequence of procedures {7}
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(4.36) lim sup -f [BO(7r,e), c) - Ro C(7r, c)]/(0) dO _ 0,AS/ -X C

where R69E is the risk of 7t for the problem in which we observe the Wiener process
with drift 0 per unit time and variance 1 + E per unit time. Finally, it follows
from the results of Section 2 that

10
(4.37) lim

I
inf Ro,je(7r, c)0f(0) dO = q1(O)R*(1).7c

Therefore if we take

(4.38) (T
to be the truncated block policy corresponding in the sense of Lemma 2.5 to
the procedure zc which achieves min,,o R0,9,(ir c) dO then

(4.39) Tlc
achieve the bound. The theorem is proved.

5. Concluding remarks and open problems

The techniques of this paper are evidently not limited to the zero-one loss
function considered. For different bounded loss functions we must use a different
similarity transform, make different choices of Kc, Hc, Nc, and so on, obtain a
different rate of convergence, but arrive at similar results. For example, if
t((0, d) = 0 when d is the right decision and if e(O, d) = min {I I01, 1}when d is the
wrong decision, then the Bayes risk of our problem is of the order of c213 and
the limiting coefficients of c2/3 is V (0) times the Bayes risk of Chernoff's problem
[8] with unit cost and Lebesgue prior. We can also treat the problem of testing
with shrinking indifference regions, say, of the form [-A/c-, Blc/] for zero-
one loss. The Bayes risk is of order c/ again and the coefficient is f (0) times the
risk of the Wiener process problem with unit cost, Lebesgue prior and indiffer-
ence region [-A, B]. On the other hand if one permits qi to vary with c, say,
Oc(t) = (l//c)ifr(t//c_) for a fixed prior density, one can under suitable regu-
larity conditions for zero-one loss obtain an asymptotic risk of order lc with
coefficient the risk of the Wiener problem with unit cost and prior density f. Of
course such densities presupposing more and more surety that the parameter is
near zero with decreasing cost are not usually reasonable.

It seems that these techniques should also apply to other decision problems for
the exponential family at least locally and should prove useful in non-Bayesian
problems as well.
The result may also be generalized to nonexponential families by considering,

under suitable regularity conditions the variables

(5.1) Ti -a logfo(Xi)@0
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To what extent an ambitious program such as that of LeCam [14] is possible in
the sequential case is. however, unclear to us at present.
A great difficulty of the asymptotic theory of this paper is that in general it

leads to problems for the Wiener process which, as the works of Chernoff indi-
cate, can be solved at best approximately. In fact, from a (machine) computa-
tional point of view it might be easier, for example. to try to calculate the
boundary for the Bernoulli process as an approximation to the Wiener boundary.
The results of Moriguti and Robbins [17] as well as our paper indicate that
such "boundary convergence" as in Schwarz [20] should hold. However, no
proof is known to us.

APPENDIX

We retain the notation of Section 1. Our first aim is to prove the following
weak compactness theorem.
THEOREM A.1. Let in = (6n, In) be a sequence of procedures in the Wliener

process problem. Then, there exists a subsequence {Ink} and a procedure 7i (Tz)
such that.

(A.1) lim EO(6,,k) = Eo (6)
k

whenever lim supk EO(z,k) < oo and

(A.2) limkinf Eo(Tnj) E_E(,)

for every 0. (ED are taken with respect to QO throughout.)

The proof proceeds by a series of lemmas.
The following lemma is essentially a special case of Wald's theorem [22].
LEMMA A.1. Suppose that all of the 'cn have common finite range {t1 <

< t,}. Then the result of Theorem A.1 holds for suitable {Ink} and for it = (b6, )
such that -I has the same range with QO probability one. Furthermore, if i'n = (6n. Tn )
is another sequence of procedures with ln having the same range and n' < Tn for
all n, then we may choose {nk} to be the same for both sequences and choose the
"limiting" 7r' = (6', T') such that T' . T.
PROOF. We write the (6n. 'In) in the second form of Section 3, In = (r0,,

Oln, --sn), 6n = (60n, bln,. 6.sn) with

(A.3) Oin(X) = [Z: zn(x, z) = ti]

(A.4) 6in(x) = f bin(x, z) dz.

Apply the weak compactness theorem (for tests) to L, (Q. 4tj, Q0) (see
Lehmann [15]., p. 354) and the diagonal process to obtain a sequence {nk} and
-4j measurable functions j measurable functions Oj. j = 1, s such that
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(A.5) ff 0j.,(x)g(x)Q0(dx, dz) -+ JfIj(x)g(x)Qo(dx, dz)

for everyg which is -4j measurable and such that ffjIg(x)IQo(dx, dz) < oo. (The
theorem is applicable since Q is a complete separable metric space.) The j are
evidently nonnegative. Further, if g is measurable and QO W-' integrable,

(A.6) ffI0jfk(x)g(x)Qo(dx, dz) = Ej[oj.l/(W)g(W)]
= E°{0j.,(W)E0[g(W)f)l pj]} E0t*j(Wf)E0[g(W)j|tj]j
= Eo{[qj(W)g(W )

by (A.5).
Therefore,

(A.7) QoLZViY(W) I E {[Z i(w)Ik ]
Wi]}

Eo{ E Ji(W)ILZE 'i(W) >

By the same argument Eo [Xj = 1 i( W)] = 1.

Hence, since on A, the Q, W- are equivalent

(A.8) QOLZ if(W) = = 1.

Evidently we may choose versions of the ij such that ij > 0 and 1= 1i = 1
for all 0. Finally we conclude that i/= (k, * fS) is a stopping time and

(A.9) Eo(T) = y tjEo(0j)
j=

s

= Z tjEo{ij(W) exp [0W(tj) - 102t1]}
j=l

= lim E tjEo{jrjnk((W) exp [0W(tj) - 20t1]}
k j=

= lim Eo(zTfk).
k

Now we can by diagonalization and a similar argument obtain a further sub-
sequence {nk} and Rj measurable functions yj such that,

(A.10) Eo[8jnk( W)jnk( W)g( W)] - E[j( W)g( W)]
for every integrable function g on C. Let,
(A.ll) bi = ii/
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Since,

(A.12) Ej[ij(fl)g(W)] _, Eo[j(1V)g(lVj
for every integrable g, we can select bj so that 0 <. < 1 and, of course, bj is
-,j measurable. Evidently. ((01, -. , / (3.. 6,)) a policy in the second
form and {Ink} satisfy (A.1) and (A.2). To obtain the procedure in form I simply
define (following Wald and Wolfowitz [23]),

T(X. Z) = tr if E V'(x) < z _ i fr(x).
j=1 j=1

(A.13) 6(x. z) = bj(x) on the set [T(X. Z) = ti].
Since Tz < I' the statement of the lemma leads to limiting times (in the second

form) with X1.=Ifr>(x) _ ' ,l f(x) for every t and x and our second assertion
follows from (A.13). The lemma is proved.
LEMMA A.2. The theorem is valid if It is true that there exists a T such that

Qo [,r _ T] = 1 for all n. Furthermor e. order ispreserved in the limit as in Lemma
A.1 .

PROOF. Consider a grid 0. T/2m. 2T/2m. .. T. Define T'-) kIT/2m if
(k - 1)T/2m < Tn < kT/2m fork = 0, 1 2'.

Let tnm) = (T(m)3n) (N'ote that bn iS A(-) measurable.) Then.

(A.14) E0 (zm)) - E, (Tn) < T/2m

and

(A.15) R0(7Z(m)') - RO(7rn) . T/2m.

Extract a subsequence {nk} and limits in the sense of Lemma A.l T('), a(m) for
each of the sequences 7(rn). Since T(m) > T(m+ 1) for every n. we may suppose that
T(m) >-(m+ 1) for every m. Let T = limm T(m). Note that -t(m-) c -4(, for every
m and,

(A.16) -i= n m

Consider the functions {b(m)} These are 4rU) measurable for nt j. Extract a
subsequence {rmk} by the diagonal process and -4(j) measurable functions 3) such
that

(A.17) E6[b(m)(11', U)gj(lV'. U)] E0[3(j)(lV. U)gj(J. U)].

for every gj which is -(j) measurable and bounded for every 0. This follows by
the weak compactness theorem for test functions applied to XV(j) successively
since the Q, are all equivalent on -U(j) and the space Q is complete separable
metric. By construction for every 0 the 3) form a martingale and in view of
(A.16) and by the martingale convergence theorem.

(A. 18_ So --+ E,P(i1A1<7
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a.s. Qo for every 0. Let,

(A.19) 3 = E_[3(1)j.T1
Then 3 is -ir measurable and

(A.20) E0(3) = E,(3(&)) = lim E0(3(mk)) = lim EO(6.,)k

while

(A.21) E, (z) = lim E(T(mk)) = lim lim E6(Ton,k))k k r

. limE0(i )

by (A.4). The lemma follows.
We complete the proof of the theorem. Given zn let (-r(T), (T)) be the limits

guaranteed by Lemma A.2 for a subsequence of the procedures 72tT) = (T(T), 6(T))
given by

(A.22) TnT) = min (Tn, T),
3(T) = {6 if r T
n 60 otherwise.

By Lemma A.2 we can find a subsequence {fnk} which works for every T = 1,
2, and such that T(j) < T(j+ ) for everyj. Let T = limj T(j). By the monotone
convergence theorem.

(A.23) E0(T) = lim EO(T(j)) Ilirn inf Eo(lnk).
j k

Consider the sequence V). Tracing back its construction via Lemmas A.1 and
A.2 it is easy to see that the ordering 3(j) < (ij+ 1) is preserved with Qo prob-
ability one in the limit. Let 3 = supj 3(i). Clearly 3 is - measurable and by the
monotone convergence theorem.

(A.24) E,(6) = lim lim Eo6(3 ).
j k n

Therefore,

(A.25) lim supIE,o() - EO(3nk )I

-< lim sup lim sup QO[lrk > i]
Jk

. lim sup lim sup Eo(znk) = 0,
j J k

if lim sup Eo(znk) < oo. The theorem follows.
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.3. We proceed as in [18]

(A.26) 11 Uf,n - (I= -f If.(t) - (t)I dt
20
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where fn = dUf,fl(t)/dt and 0 is the standard normal density. By the Schwarz
and Minkowski inequalities,

(A.27) lluf,n - |-2 (1 + x dx

{f(I + X)2 Uf()+t] t

C, ({ fX) 4{([)]2dx}

+ {f [Xfn(X) -_ X(X)]2dx})

where C is a numerical constant. Since C1 (F) < x we may apply the Plancherel
theorem to obtain

(A.28) f[fn(x) - +(X)]2dx = 27 Ln( t) e-22 dt.

where A(t) = 5 e"f(x) dx. Similarly,

(A.29) nf[xf,(x) - x4(x)]2 dx

= 27rf{ 2( t)] _ Le-t2/21} dt.

It is well known that

(A.30) 2n(>g) -e-'t2/2 < C31{C2(F)} jtj3 +JtJ2 -t2/4
'\ ni n

L3i n }]t - [et2/211 <. C2GF)l {flt3 + JtJ4}e- 1/4,

for

(A.32) It|- 4/)n

and

(A.33) [<n( t)l < C5n"2C'3(Y)2 n1( t)

where C1 - C5 are numerical constants.
Finally note that since the Riemann Lebesgue lemma holds uniformly on

compact sets of L1, we have

(A.34) sup j{j(t)|j|t| _ C41C212(Y),feCY} = C3(Y) < 1-
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(To prove this note that the map (f, t) --+ I(t)I is continuous on L1 x [- oo, xc]
with )L(-cc) = A(+cc) = 0. Since 2I(t)I < JfI(t)Idt for every t * 0, (A.31)
follows.) Now,

(A.35) f l(e ) - et21/2 dt

. (C2n)C2(s) r2 {It3 + Itl2}2 et2/2 dt
itl > C4nl/2C- 1/2(s)ete dt

+~~ ~ ~~~ _b t2/2 dt
ftj> C4n112C- I/2(.Sp)

+ cn-2(pz7) 'in( t)d
jt > C4n1/2C- 1/2(s) (1)

. C7{C2(Y)/n + Cn-2(Y)} . C2(,l)/n
since C3 < 1. A similar estimate can be given for the second term on the right
of (A.27). The result follows.
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